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ADJUSTABLE GROUND MOUNT INSTALLATION
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Follow the risk management process prior to commencing work – including identify hazards, assess risks, 
eliminate or control them. 
Consult with those involved in the work. 
Develop safe work procedures for installing solar panels, using information from the risk management 
process, which would include reviewing the following information: 

Provide appropriate information and training to those involved in performing the work. 
Provide appropriate tools and personal protective equipment (PPE). 
Ensure that a system is in place to prevent or arrest falls. 
Ensure there are adequate first aid facilities. 
Ensure all employees are aware of the emergency procedures. 

Installation of the framing shall comply with relevant local government standards, manufacturer's
specifications and good building practices. The roof which the panels to be installed shall comply with the 
relevant local government standards. 
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L - Foot Mount

L - FootBolt & Clamp Nut

Caulking Gun & Sealant

The first step in your installation is to consider the angle of your ground mount, this will help 
determine the width between the front post and back post. The distance between the front and back 
post can be anywhere between 1323cm and 1582cm. 
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4) 60 cell panel   20°～25°adjustable
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4) 60 cell panel   20°～25°adjustable

Minimum 1323 cm Maximum 1582 cm 

Triangle Structure
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4.2m

front & back 
line width

4.2m

10cm

10cm

Define the ground area of where your mount will be placed. Start by outlining the length of your rail, 
this will be 4.2m along the ground. The width between the front rail line and the back rail depends on 
angle of panels (see previous page).

Mark where the outer foundation post will be placed. We recommend this be 10cm in from the edge 
of the rail. Then evenly space the centre post between the outer foundations.

Outer post mark

Outer post 
mark

Centre post
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You can also increase the angle of the panels by raising the back post the rear legs are attached to 
higher than the front post. 

Back post 
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Once your area has been defined, install your posts in the locations you’ve marked. After your 
foundation posts are secure in the ground, you can start the mount installation.
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Install the triangle structures on top of the post.5
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Slide the L-foot through the top face of the triangle structure, then slide the rail across the 3 triangle 
structures, catching the lip of the rail with the L-foot. Tighten the L-feet.

Place the first solar panel on the rails. Slide the end clamp on to the rail, fit the solar panel into place 
then slide in the mid clamp. Fasten the end clamp.
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Set up the remaining solar panels on the rail, ensuring that you use a mid clamp between each of the 
solar panels followed by an end clamp on the last panel at the end of the row. Lastly check that all 
panels are tightly fastened on the rails.
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Place the following solar panel with the mid clamp between the panels, then fasten down the mid 
clamp to secure the solar panels. 
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Grounding your panels is optional. For safe grounding consult with an expert. 

Grounding Lug
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